


Arké reveals 
a new side to its 
contemporary spirit.



The perfect marriage of design and advanced technology. Of a strong, innovative 

personality. Of simplicity and character. Arké Metal is designed for those who 

enjoy using living spaces creatively, favouring the latest trends that combine 

warm metals with natural materials.
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Arké Metal.
The warm colour 
you’ve been waiting for.

Contemporary and attractive, functional and pragmatic with a universal aesthetic. 

Arké Metal, with its warm metallic colour, is ideal for residential spaces and 

hotels that like to stand out, starting from style details that never overlook 

substance.
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Arké Metal.
A strong and innovative 
personality.
With a new, highly distinctive, warm colour for controls, plus three new finishes 

for cover plates, specifically designed to enhance the series, Arké Metal explores 

original material combinations that complement an ultra-modern, creative energy 

model

M E T A L D A R K  B R O N Z E



M A T T  C H A M P A G N E
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Yesterday, anthracite grey and 
white. Today, Metal too.



Specially designed to coordinate with any metallic finish and with natural materials, 

Metal completes the offering of colours for Arké buttons and controls, further 

enhanced by new finishes available for cover plates. To highlight the details and 

personality of each space with numerous chromatic combinations.
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Cover plates with warm new 
colours that reflect the latest 
living trends.



The colours of buttons and new finishes for cover plates ensure Arké epitomises the 

most contemporary trends in interior design which have a predilection for combining 

natural materials, subtle contrasts and warm hues. Arké represents the ideal 

stylistic choice for seamless harmony with any architectural setting.
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Matt champagne. 
Understated elegance 
and great character.

A light, luminous shade that exudes sophisticated elegance. The delicate matt 

texture makes blends harmoniously with any setting.

Arké Classic 
Matt champagne and Metal buttons 



Arké Round 
Matt champagne and Metal buttons
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Dark bronze. 
Uncompromising 
aesthetic rigour.

A warm, measured darkness with surprising sobriety. For a discreet, rigorous 

presence with great strength of character and sophisticated nuances.

Arké Classic 
Dark bronze and Metal buttons



Arké Classic 
Dark bronze and anthracite grey buttons
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Metal. 
Material warmth.

The warm colour conveys all the energy of modernity and shows off a metallic 

effect that perfectly balances light and darker tones.

Arké Classic 
Metal total look 



Arké Round 
Metal total look 
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Brushed brass. 
Ever-contemporary 
vitality.

Golden reflections evoke precious atmospheres. Light plays the starring role, 

revealing its great material quality.

Arké Classic 
Brushed brass and white buttons



Arké Round 
Brushed brass and anthracite grey buttons
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Brushed copper. 
A warm, timeless 
shade.

An exclusive finish with great charisma and a distinct identity. It injects warmth into 

spaces with its vibrant, bright, intense tone.

Arké Classic 
Brushed copper and white buttons



Arké Round 
Brushed copper and anthracite grey buttons
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Painstaking stylistic research 
with precise details.



Technopolymer
Reflex-Plus
Color-Tech
Tecno-Basic

Metal
Metal-Elite
Metal-Color 
Alu-Tech

Wood

Materials selected to stand the test of time, innovative production processes and 

typically Italian attention to finishes. A perfect combination that offers a product of 

outstanding style designed to enhance every space with its most unique 

expression.
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CLASSIC

08 BRUSHED INOX

Metal-Elite, Metal-Color 
and Alu-Tech: the marvels 
of metal.
Three metal types, ample strength, numerous shades and different textures 

chosen to highlight the contemporary style of this product range.



Metal-Elite | Refined metal

Classic

Round

07 Gold

10 Black nickel

08 Brushed inox

27 Gold 29 Dark nickel28 Chrome

30 Matt nickel 11 Brushed copper 12 Brushed brass

09 Black chrome

11 Brushed copper 12 Brushed brass

The cover plates are available in other modularities.
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B06 Polar total look
(with white frame)

13 Matt champagne

B26 Matt polar total look
(with white frame)

13 Matt champagne

Metal-Color | Varnished metal

24 Matt bronze

04 Matt titanium

21 Matt graphite

01 Matt graphite

05 Matt pearl

25 Matt pearl

22 Slate

02 Matt slate

06 Polar

26 Matt polar

23 Matt silver

03 Silver

Classic

Round



Alu-Tech | Aluminium

16 Lava15 Natural 17 Dark bronze

The cover plates are available in other modularities.

Classic
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Cover plates with a strong material quality, conveyed through the warm, 

harmonious appeal of solid wood. And selected based on details, particular 

finishes, brightness and the natural qualities of a timeless material.

Solid wood: an iconic material
that is always contemporary.

ROUND

51 WALNUT



Wood | Solid wood

41 Wengé 42 Cherrywood 43 Larch

51 Walnut 52 Cherrywood 53 Maple

The cover plates are available in other modularities.

Classic

Round
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Reflex-Plus, Color-Tech
and Tecno-Basic: eclectic and 
versatile technopolymers.

Epitomising all the energy of modernity, this material presents sobriety, colour 

and brilliance. Arké offers three takes on technopolymers, all equally versatile, 

appealing and perfect in any residential setting, thanks also to the glass-effect 

Reflex version.

CLASSIC

B66 ICE TOTAL LOOK
WITH WHITE FRAME



B66 Ice total look
(with white frame)

67 Ivory

B66 Ice total look
(with white frame)

67 Ivory

Reflex-Plus | Reflex

62 Caramel

66 Ice

62 Caramel

66 Ice

63 Orange

63 Orange

64 Marine blue

64 Marine blue

61 Smoke grey

65 Sagegreen

61 Smoke grey

65 Sagegreen

The cover plates are available in other modularities.

Classic

Round
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Color-Tech | Varnished technopolymer

87 Green

88 Antique gold

86 Blue85 Red

89 Silver 80 Metal

75 Matt red

78 Matt gold

76 Matt blue 77 Matt green

80 Metal79 Matt silver

Classic

Round



Classic

Round

Tecno-Basic | Technopolymer

83 Ivory81 Black 84 White82 Grey

71 Black 72 Grey 73 Ivory 74 White

The cover plates are available in other modularities.
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Arké is versatile and caters to the latest trends in interior design, offering different 

ways of customising lighting controls. Cover plates can feature custom logos 

and are available in countless colours, including special made-to-order shades, 

while various symbols can be used on buttons and controls to clearly indicate the 

chosen functions which in the world of home automation, thanks to By-me and KNX 

digital technology, can be set and modified as and when desired.

Fully customisable solutions for 
unmistakable results.

Identity is coordinated down 
to the smallest detail.

Arké cover plates can also be 

customised with logos provided by the 

client. A possibility that further enhances 

the identity of a specific setting.



Visual immediacy with 
symbols on buttons.

Once you’ve chosen the symbols 

you want from our extensive gallery of 

pictograms representing the most widely 

used functions, we can reproduce 

them with total precision, using laser 

technology.

Over 
200 colours.
Metal cover plates can be chosen in 

the colour that best complements the 

style of interior design. This opportunity 

accommodates the latest styling trends, 

and brings maximum value to the 

architectural project.

A perfectly coordinated   
user experience.

Total aesthetic coordination for controls 

as well as thermostats thanks to 

customisable RGB backlighting.
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Maximum efficiency and 
optimum comfort at all times.

The temperature is always 
just as you like it.

Simple to use thanks to touch screen 

interfaces and featuring slim design with 

RGB displays, smart thermostats are 

always connected and guarantee maximum 

comfort and maximum energy efficiency in 

any system.



With its intelligent energy management, Arké constantly monitors consumption 

and manages loads perfectly, rationalising energy use while guaranteeing comfort. 

And finding your favourite settings for your ideal interior is quick and easy, thanks to 

preset scenes that allow coordinated management of numerous functions.

Wireless and 
battery-free.

Thanks to innovative ZigBee,  

EnOcean and Bluetooth technologies, 

the battery-free controls for lights, roller 

shutters and scenes can be installed 

anywhere, without the need for masonry 

work, and moved at any time. 

Intelligent 
lighting control.

Lights switch on at your command 

or automatically in order to avoid 

wastefulness; moreover, with home 

automation, an array of even smarter 

functions is at your disposal.

Your favourite music 
in every room.
Thanks to the Bluetooth receiver, 

you can simply activate your smartphone 

to play music in multiple rooms with 

superb output and sound quality.
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Living in a protected, perfectly 
connected world.

The network signal reaches 
every corner of the house.

A Wi-Fi access point is the simplest 

way to extend your internet connectivity 

throughout your home, even where your 

router signal is weak or absent.



Protected
living.

With the simple touch of a button, you 

can activate or deactivate the intrusion 

detection system. So your home 

becomes a safe place for enjoying life 

with complete peace of mind.

Access control 
systems.

The access control system lets you 

open doors to authorised individuals, 

with centralised monitoring of the entire 

system.

The outside world 
in high resolution.

A stylish video entryphone lets you  

see exactly who is at the door, with  

a high-definition view of the outside.

Watched over by video cameras, protected from intruders and with a high-

resolution view of the outdoor area, spaces are always safe thanks to state-of-

the-art products and technologies. They can be monitored centrally or locally using 

individual devices and remotely over the Internet using your smartphone or tablet. 

For complete peace of mind in your everyday life.
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Universal energy with 
international standards.

Arké responds to the usage requirements of different countries with an extensive 

range of devices in the most common international standards, characterised by 

superb modular and installation versatility.



International standards and extended modularity for 
made-to-measure systems.

Available in Italian, British, French, German and American standards, our socket 

outlets and controls help you design and manage your energy systems in complete 

safety, according to different international specifications. With extended modularity, 

from 1 to 21 modules, Arké is also available in British Standard and with monobloc 

devices.
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